Measuring Stick (MR71) Instructions

Measuring Stick (stk MR71) has a Stationary Front Ruler, Sliding Middle ruler and Back Ruler. Middle ruler Thumb Screw is located in the front. Back Ruler Thumb Screw is located in the bottom of the Back Ruler. We suggest adding the optional Measuring Stick Arm (stk MR72), which is 9” long and sold separately.

How to use the Measuring Stick (MR71)

Warning: Never use the Middle Ruler to measure unless the Back Ruler is fully extended.

Set the base of the Measuring Stick near the window or door to be measured. Unlock the Back Ruler Thumb Screw. Slide the Back Ruler to the required height to be measured. If the height to be measured is more than Back Ruler highest number (approx. 78”), slide the Back Ruler all the way up and lock the Back Ruler Thumb Screw. Now unlock the Middle Ruler Thumb Screw. Slide the Middle Ruler to the required height to be measured and lock the Middle Ruler Thumb screw. Always extend the Back Ruler to maximum length before extending the Middle Ruler. The True Height can be easily read at the top of Front Ruler(Figure 3).

** If Measuring Stick Arm is used, readings should be made at the top of the Arm **